Our new proposal of voltage-control spintronics memory (VoCSM) in which spin-orbit torque (SOT) in conjunction with the voltage-control-magnetic-anisotropy (VCMA) effect works as the writing principle showed small switching current of 37 μA for about 350 KBT switching energy. This indicates VoCSM's writing efficiency is so high that VoCSM would be applicable for deep learning (DL) memories requiring ultra-low energy consumption.
Introduction
VoCSMs have been proposed as a new MRAM concept to break the walls of STT-MRAMs and demonstrated their unique writing concepts and their features such as possibility of ultra-low energy consumption [1] , high-speed writing [2] , read-disturb robustness and unlimited endurance [3] . One of the features of VoCSM is ultra-high efficiency in writing. However, the maturity of the technologies was insufficient to prove it. In this study, the ultra-high efficiency in writing was demonstrated for the first time by developing self-aligned cell structure and the ultra-precise fabrication process even to show a potential for a memory solution for DL logic chips.
The VoCSM cell, Material, fabrication, and properties
The MTJ film mainly used was the structure of (from bottom) Ta (2)/TaB (3) / FeB (2.1-2.2) / MgO (1.8)/CoFeB(1.8)/Ru (0.9)/CoFe (1.8)/IrMn (8.0)/Ta (5.0) [nm] . The 3 nm-TaB layer is inserted between the FeB storage layer (SL) and the Ta layer to reduce dead-layer thickness in the SL.
Schematic drawings of the two-step self-alignment (TSSA) process are shown in Fig. 1 . This process can make MTJs and the Spin Hall effect (SHE) electrode have the same width that contributes to decrease in critical current (Ic ) [4] . Ic is defined as switching current whose writing probability is 50 %. In this study, we developed a new MTJ-patterning process for ultra-thin SHE electrode which is based on highly selective etching (HSE) of a SL on a Ta-SHE electrode. The performance of the HSE process is shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 Ic as a function of MTJ size under a 20 ns-width write pulse is shown in Fig. 3 . Ic decreases linearly as MTJ size decreases. A device with Ic of about 50μA is obtained whose MTJ size is about 5000 nm 2 (= 50 x 100 nm). The Ics are much smaller than our previous report [4] in which the conventional process was used. We define the write efficiency η as η = △Esw/ Ic, where △Esw is a switching energy of SL described as △Esw = MSt HKeff /4 kBT [5] . HKeff and △Esw of the cell indicated by the arrow in Fig. 7 are estimated as 3.3 kOe and 350 kBT, respectively. Therefore, η is about 9.5 (6.6) kBT/μA under Vb of -0.8 V (0 V) ; η = 350 kBT / 37 (53) μA), which is writing efficiency of SOT with (without) the VCMA effect [6] . Whereas, in case of p-STT writing whose △Esw is equal to a retention energy ～40 kBT, η is about 1. Therefore, η of SOT writing is much larger than that of STT writing, besides the VCMA effect increases η further.
Write tests and the results

Dependence of
VoCSM for DL Logic Chips application
Although GPU or FPGA for DL applications needs embedded Gbit memory with extremely high memory bandwidth (HMB), SRAM is unavailable due to huge overhead of area and standby power. Therefore, high-cost HBM (3D-stacked DRAM with TSV) and TSV-based silicon interposer are currently used instead of eSRAM. e-STT-MRAM cannot be a candidate since endurance is greatly reduced to less than 1x10 7 as write pulse time is decreased to less than 20 ns.
It has reported that VoCSM with practically unlimited endurance even with a 5ns-write time [3] . Also, VoCSM read time operation using VCMA-MTJ is reported to be 10 to 20 ns for high-density embedded memory. Considering these reports and results in this paper, it has been confirmed that VoCSM is applicable to low-cost embedded Gbit memory for DL logic chips. Table 1 shows comparison of memory solutions for DL logic chips. Smaller area (higher density), higher access speed and lower power of VoCSM are indicated compared with other memory solutions.
Conclusion
We proved the ultra-high efficiency writing in VoCSM in which SOT in conjunction with the VCMA effect works as the writing principle. We found IC decreases with second-order polynomials in accordance with reduction in feature size, and write current is about 40μA, which would be much smaller than that of p-STT MTJs with the same switching energy and the size. Due to the proved high efficiency in writing, VoCSM is thought to be the best suitable solution for DL memories. 
